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Abstract: Spiritual intelligence is a higher dimension of intelligence that activates the qualities and capabilities of the authentic self, in the form of wisdom, compassion, integrity, joy, love, creativity, and peace. Consequently, spiritual intelligence is the means of personal and professional success and fulfillment. With development in the educational industry observed in the past two decades, Spiritual intelligence has made its prominent existence with improvements in a wide range of important life skills and work skills. When leadership roles are combined with Spiritual Intelligence, it is named a Spiritual Leadership. Spiritual leadership involves the application of spiritual values and principles to the workplace. A spiritual leader understands the importance of employees finding meaning in their work and demonstrates a genuine concern for the "whole" person, not just the employee. In this paper, we shall try to analyse the importance of Spiritual Leadership in educational institutes and how it helps to enhance the Work Systems of a school. The paper analyses a model school ‘Kasturbatai Convent’ where the Principal has adopted and implemented Spiritual Leadership and analyse its impact on the school’s productivity.

Need for the Study
Research on the impact of leadership styles on employee job satisfaction is abundant. But, there is little attention given to the research on the impact of spiritual leadership, specifically, to the employee job satisfaction. This study attempts to provide a framework on the relationship between spiritual leadership variables, quality of work life and organizational performance in a multidimensional approach and hopeful to fill the knowledge gap and enrich the body of knowledge in the spiritual leadership theory. The study is done with reference to Educational Institutes and emphasis shall be given on various methods to be adopted by Principals and Leaders of educational institutions to ensure that Spiritual Leadership is practiced effectively in educational institutions.
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I. WHAT IS SPIRITUAL INTELLIGENCE – INTRODUCTION

Spiritual intelligence is the outflow of inborn profound qualities through your considerations, activities and state of mind, says Brahmakumari Shivani. To comprehend spiritual intelligence, it is helpful to first be sure about what we mean when we utilize these two words. [1]

Being spiritual means to be “spiritual” is to figure, act and cooperate from a familiarity with self as soul not shape, soul not body. The majority of us are educated to trust we are our physical structures, thus we relate to our body or the names we provide for our bodies, for example, nationality, race, sexual orientation, calling and so forth. This wrong feeling of self is the thing that makes all dread, outrage and pity throughout everyday life. From a profound perspective these feelings are dependably the after effect of self-image, which at that point squares access to your actual spiritual nature which is peaceful, loving and joyful. [1,2]

Having insight: Intelligence is to utilize what you know in the correct path at the perfect time in the right place with the correct goal. For instance, on the off chance that you ‘know’ yourself as a spiritual being you will likewise ‘know’ that you don’t claim or have anything. When something in your life is harmed or lost, it doesn't influence you in any capacity - you can utilize your spiritual energy to acknowledge and proceed onward. [4] On the off chance that somebody praises the clothes you wear, or put-down you in any capacity about your looks, you are not influenced in light of the fact that you ‘know’ that your genuine excellence exists in your character, inside your temperament, which nobody can ever take away. At that time, you draw on the internal energy of that information and utilize it to stay stable notwithstanding others pessimism. As a result, you are drawing on your spiritual quality which is just discharged when you know who and what you are, and after that utilizing that quality in the correct route, in the perfect place at the perfect time.

A. What Is the Difference Between Spiritual Intelligence and Spirituality?
Most profound sense of being is to ‘know’ your identity and of spiritual intelligence is to ‘acknowledge’ your identity and to live in that mindfulness. You have dependably been your identity and, in truth, you can never be other than your identity, yet it requires ‘acknowledgment’ i.e. that minute when you ‘see it’, when you ‘get it’ and after that you ‘be it’. It is simply the information as soul, and the comprehension of your most astounding spiritual

Fig 1: Competencies of Spiritual Intelligence
II. HOW TO INTEGRATE SPIRITUAL INTELLIGENCE IN WORK LIFE?

Spiritual intelligence grows your ability to comprehend others at the most insightful level. Spiritual understanding enables you to observe both the 'genuine reason' of conduct without judgment, and serve the 'genuine needs' of others until the point when they themselves figure out how to address their own issues. This limit is created by first figuring out how to free you from connection and destitution and having the capacity to meet our own particular internal needs. Connection and destitution are the inverse of being spiritually intelligent.

When spiritual intelligence is brought into the workplace work ceases to become a daily chore in order to earn money, and becomes a creative process of service and contribution. Others are seen and regarded as individuals and not objects/assets to complete an occupation, and people have a chance to take in the innermost, invisible and modest abilities of building and managing connections in any zone of life. These capacities incorporate building trust, acting with honesty, identifying a level past feeling, and the initiative of others through a reliably practical disposition and positive vision.

You can remain calm and composed even during emergency and confusion, a more generous and unselfish state of mind towards others and a more illuminated and loose viewpoint on life. [5,6]

A. What Does This Proposed “Intelligence” Consist of That Would Enable Intrapersonal Integration?

Maybe, some portion of this "spiritual intelligence" comprises of framing a complete explanation that gives a general reason to one's life that enables a man to credit importance to day to day activities. The capacity to see how one's ordinary anxieties fit into a larger system suggests an abnormal state of unique reasoning, i.e., the capacity to see how regular concerns identify with more theoretical ideas. This appears like utilization of standard insight to a particular area, i.e. planning how to sort out one's life. Having a master plan and having the capacity to tail it additionally concludes a capacity to direct one's strivings so they harmonize instead of conflicting with each other. This appears like the idea of self-control, i.e. the capacity to control one's conduct in support of one's objectives. Such self-direction is identified with surely understood identity characteristics, for example, honesty – the capacity to control one's driving forces and work toward objectives, appropriateness – the capacity to manage one's relational conduct to keep up great connections, and passionate reliability – the capacity to direct negative feelings in light of affiliation to keep up enthusiastic prosperity. Thus, spiritual intelligence, much like "enthusiastic knowledge," appears to include a blend of officially perceived highlights of general insight and non-subjective identity qualities, as opposed to a particular new sort of intellectual capacity.

However, a fascinating development to insight and self-administrative identity...
attributes is the ability to encounter adjusted conditions of awareness. Reports of individuals who have encounters depicted as “enchanted” and “spiritual” propose that these can now and again have a really astonishing impact on a man’s life. [7] Reasons behind this are difficult to clarify, yet such encounters are frequently joined by the conviction that one has encountered something intensely commanding, which may provoke a man to re-examine their needs throughout everyday life. Maybe this restoring of one’s esteems can help realize intrapersonal coordination. [9]

Abraham Maslow discussed "top encounters" that he characterized as "the greatest experience(s) of one's life, including conditions of joy and satisfaction. Maslow contended that individuals who have serious Apex encounters and who respect them have a tendency to be more "self-actualising," i.e. they live in a way that encourages them understand their maximum capacity. The idea of "self-actualising" sounds a lot like accomplishing intrapersonal combination, and Emmons work on this point has been affected by Maslow’s ideas. For instance, Maslow opposed that self-actualising people are more contented with themselves than the vast majority, can surpass a considerable lot of the light-hearted worries that are advanced by society, are less materialistic, and are more focussed on human values. In help of this, an analysis found that individuals who have had top encounters were more probable than the individuals who had not had such encounters to report; that they felt that life was extremely important, they regularly considered the reason for their lives, invested energy thinking about their lives, and trusted they knew the motivation behind life. Furthermore, they had a tendency to be less keen on material belonging, for example, having a lovely home, vehicle, or expensive things, having a high paying job, or professional stability. Amazingly, most of the individuals in this review who revealed having a highpoint encounter said it had affected their life. These outcomes allow some assurance to the possibility that meeting modified conditions of consciousness can enhance intrapersonal reconciliation (i.e. self-actualisation) in any event. In a similar manner, an investigation on the impacts of psilocybin, in which around 66% of members detailed a significant secretive experience, found that months after this experience, the members felt they had more motivating dispositions to life and themselves, that their relationships had enhanced, and a feeling of expanded spirituality and fulfillment with life. Also, a significant number of the members communicated an extended conviction that there is progression after death, e.g. conviction that death isn’t a closure yet a change to something much more noteworthy than this life. This more recent study provides additional support for the notion that altered states of consciousness can improve psychological well-being. Whether this justifies the concept of spiritual intelligence is still difficult to say though. [8,10]

B. What Is Workplace Spirituality and How Does It Fit in with Religion?

A man's soul is the crucial guideline usually accepted to be the intangible with invigorating power inside every single individual. It is a condition of personal association with the internal identity of higher esteems and ethical quality and additionally acknowledgment of reality of the inner idea of others. Today many people are battling with what their spirituality implies for their work since this is the place they spend dominant part of their waking hours. The workplace is presently where an ever increasing number of individuals eat, work out, date, drop their children, and even sleep. Numerous normally look to their associations as a collective focus since they do not have the consistency and association found in different settings. Also, surveys have discovered that American leaders and managers need a more profound feeling of importance and satisfaction at work – considerably more than they need cash and time off. [11]

Along these lines, a notable change is occurring in the individual and professional existences of managers and they more deeply incorporate their spirituality with their work. Numerous agree that this combination is prompting exceptionally positive changes in their connections and their practicality. There is also evidence that workplace spirituality programs not only lead to beneficial personal outcomes such as increased job satisfaction, and commitment, but that they also deliver improved productivity and reduce absenteeism and turnover. Employees who work for associations they consider to be spiritual are less outrageous, more moral, and more dedicated. What's more, there is mounting proof that a more selfish working environment is more gainful, adaptable and inventive. Above all for organisational effectiveness is the rising examination that that working environment spirituality could be a definitive upper hand. Along these lines, there is a rising and quickening call for spirituality in the work environment. [12]

Work environment spirituality isn't about religion or change, or about tolerating a particular conviction framework. Deep sense of being grinding away is about leaders and followers who understand themselves as spiritual creatures who have a feeling of calling that gives significance and reason to their lives. It is additionally about participation where individuals encounter a feeling of having a place, connectedness to each other and their working environment group. It starts with the affirmation that individuals have both an inward and an external life and that the support of the internal life can deliver a more significant and profitable external life that can have valuable outcomes for worker prosperity, corporate obligation and maintainability, and also budgetary execution – the triple bottom line. [12]

III. LITERATURE REVIEW

The success of the organization in obtaining its goals and objectives depends on managers and their leadership style. Than what is leadership style? Leadership style is a personal characteristic, which lifts people’s vision to higher sights, builds commitment, motivates and empowers them to accomplish personal, organizational and social objectives. For instance, there are leaders like the Banyan tree. There are also leaders like coconut tree. Banyan tree is one
which gives the umbrella of protection to those coming under its shade, but it never allows a single grass to grow under it. Leaders of Banyan tree concept build up an empire with committed loyalties, for which the benefits are passed on. But the people who may get benefit would not grow by themselves. They are always the parasites. On the other hand, coconut tree which does not give the shade, but offers tender coconut to the person who may be tired of day’s hard work, and wanting to go back to work after some relaxation. Leaders of coconut tree concept allow others to independently grow by themselves. They only extend the support and not the shelter.

[14,15] In today’s environment, we need persons of coconut tree to covert ordinary man into extra ordinary and achieve sustainable gain in the business. Leadership style is influenced by various factors such as can attitude, knowledge and skills, organizational values, and reliability of employees in different situations. However, no one leadership style is ideal for every situation, since a leader may have knowledge and skills to act effectively in one situation but may not emerge as effective leader in a different situation. [16] To be effective, leaders must behave differently in different situations [11] He argued that Most leadership theories: path-goal, charismatic, and transformational theories of leadership, focused in varying degrees on one or more aspects of physical, mental, or emotional elements of human interaction in organizations and neglected the spiritual component. In Most the leadership research studies spiritual qualities are commonly overlooked in relation to leadership positions [12]. He stated that nourishing the spirit at work requires leaders to consider and respond to yet another dimension of human life beyond those commonly identified with leader-follower relationship. [17,18,28] This response led to the emergence of theory of spiritual leadership. Spiritual leadership is a treasure house of scientific knowledge aimed at establishing peace and harmony in the organization. It develops scientific temperament and finds solutions to the problems confronting mankind. The problems may be encountered within the individual, in the organization or in the society. It removes blind beliefs. It advocates that nothing should be accepted without thorough enquiry [13,24,31]. Spiritual leaders are visionary leaders and these leaders will be a missionary, extremely practical, intensively dynamic and capable of translating dreams into reality. [19,20] Again, it aims at transforming the lives of the people through the continuous process of eliminating negative thoughts like anger, hatred, ill-will, jealousy and fostering positive thoughts like love, compassion, empathy tolerance, and goodwill. [22] These positive thoughts benefit personal outcomes such as good human health, psychological wellbeing, improved employee commitment, productivity and reduced absenteeism and turnover [11,23]

IV. WHAT IS SPIRITUAL LEADERSHIP?

Spiritual leadership includes typically persuading and inspiring employees through expectation/confidence in a dream of administration to key stakeholders and a corporate culture in light of the estimations of charitable love to create an exceptionally energetic, submitted and profitable workforce. [21,25] The motivation behind spiritual initiative is to take advantage of the central needs of the both leaders and followers for spiritual prosperity through calling (life has significance and has any kind of effect) and feeling of belongingness to make vision and esteem consistency over the individual, enabled group, and association levels; and, eventually, to cultivate larger amounts of employee satisfaction, commitment towards the organisation, financial performance, and social responsibility – the triple bottom line.[26,32]

A. HOW DOES THE SPIRITUAL LEADERSHIP MODEL WORK?

Spiritual leadership is an emerging paradigm inside the more extensive setting of work environment spirituality is anticipated to make a typically persuaded, learning environment. Spiritual leadership involves the qualities, mentalities, and practices important to characteristically propel one's self and fulfill essential requirements for spiritual prosperity through calling and participation, which decidedly impacts worker prosperity, financial performance and corporate social obligation, – the triple bottom line. [26]

Essential to spiritual leadership is:
1. Creating a vision wherein leaders and followers experience a sense of calling so that their lives have purpose, meaning and makes a difference, and
2. Establishing a organizational culture based on the values of altruistic love whereby leaders and followers have a sense of membership, feel understood and appreciated, and have genuine care, concern, and appreciation for both self and others. [27,28]

As per the figure underneath, the source of spiritual leadership is an internal life or spiritual practice, for example, investing energy in nature, prayer, religious practice, meditation, self-inspecting, yoga, or writing in a diary. An inner life emphatically impacts spiritual leadership through the improvement of expectation and confidence in a spiritual vision of administration to key partners that keeps followers anticipating what's to come. [29] Expectation in a reasonable, convincing vision delivers a feeling of calling – that piece of spiritual prosperity that gives one a feeling of having any kind of effect and, subsequently, such one's reality has meaning. Spiritual leadership additionally requires that the association's way of life be founded on the estimates of selfless love. Leaders must model these qualities through their attitude and conduct, which makes a feeling of belongingness – that piece of spiritual prosperity that gives one a feeling of being comprehended and acknowledged. The measurements of spiritual leadership and the way towards fulfilling spiritual needs at that point decidedly impact the key individual and hierarchical results that contain the triple bottom line. [30]
Fig 2: Qualities of Spiritual Leadership

B. Personal Spiritual Leadership
Personal Leadership is the self-assured capacity to coagulate your reasoning and build up a proper direction for your life, to confer yourself to moving toward that path and afterward to make decided move to obtain, achieve or turn into whatever you recognize as a definitive goal for your life. Personal Leadership is a procedure of building up a positive mental self-image that gives one the boldness and self-assurance important to deliberately pick activities that fulfill one's needs, to endure, and accept the outcome. Personal Spiritual Leadership requires trust/confidence in a vision of administration to others through selfless love. The source of Personal Spiritual Leadership comes from an inward life, careful or intelligent practice in view of profound standards established. By being focused on a dream of administration to key partners’ pioneers have an individual feeling of calling, having any kind of effect in other people groups' lives, and guarantee that their life has significance and reason. [31]

C. Organizational Spiritual Leadership
Organizational spiritual leadership centres on group relations between leader-follower, follower-leader and companion peer as being dynamic and proportional after some time. It is notable that pioneers through role modelling, effective practices, and different means can adjust the self-ideas, states of mind, objectives, and convictions of followers. Through group interactions an emergent procedure happens whereby singular recognition after some time frame gathering and, eventually, authoritative impression of Spiritual Leadership. As this procedure unfurls, pioneers and supporters in the association start to shape perfect mental models of hope/faith in a dream of administration to key partners through philanthropic love. As group members’ high in spiritual leadership interact, they consistently reinforce the level of spiritual leadership of each other and the gathering. [32] Thus, this builds the group's sense of calling and belonging, at last supporting and impacting each other toward a sustainable mindset and a promise to do their part to augment the triple bottom line.

A. Examples of The Spiritual Leadership Triple Bottom Line Business Model in Action - Unilever.
Paul Poleman, CEO of Unilever, an Anglo-Dutch company with 176,000 employees, 76,000 suppliers in 190 countries, and 300 factories worldwide. Unilever Offers more than 400 brands—Ben & Jerry’s ice cream, Dove soap, Lipton tea, and Hellmann’s mayonnaise—to over 2.5 billion customers is a perfect example of Spiritual Leader. [33]
At Unilever, environmental dangers and poverty are significant issues for relatively all aspects of business tasks from manufacturing detergents to developing tea. Principal to Poleman's initiative theory is his view that the genuine reason for business is to think of arrangements that are significant to society and help improve society. He likewise trusts that clients will surrender organizations that neglect that, while organizations that grasp the triple bottom line will definitely turn out to be more beneficial.[34,35]
Poleman’s hold of sustainability is not without his critics and imitates the balance all leaders show who relate to the concept of triple bottom line. Most difficult is the challenge from investors, for whom Unilever's great goals mean little contrasted with their want for profit and other benefits. Accordingly, Poleman has stayed ardent to his rationality. Realizing that it will take a long time for the organization's sustainability plan to demonstrate positive outcomes he rejected quarterly gains for investors. In doing this he agreed with the individuals who contend that the extreme strain to meet quarterly targets traps organizations in an endless loop of strain to amplify share price for investors to the detriment of long-term development and execution of complicated techniques, such as enhancing working conditions, enhancing the environment, and sustainability aspirations. Poleman trusts that achievement isn’t characterized by a title or position but instead by having a reason throughout everyday life and the diligence to accomplish it. He likewise finds time to talk with entry level applicants and additionally have little concentration gatherings, dinners, or mid meal with individuals in the organization at all levels (there are just five levels at Unilever). He sees this as one of his most imperative methods, to make a steady culture to encourage their careers. Poleman says that the primary concern he has found in life is that it isn’t about yourself, but about your human environment as well. He believes that the main nature of a leader is to be a good, moral individual rather than behave his designation. The best guidance he says he got from his dad is to not overlook where you originated from and keep your feet on the ground. His recommendation to others is to recall forget that it isn’t about yourself and to be thankful. [33,34]

B. Discussion and Conclusion

Finally, four interrelated objectives must be realized in order to embed sustainability in the triple bottom line through spiritual leadership:

1. **Build the organization**—Develop the organization’s capacity to support other organizations as well as become more sustainable itself.
2. **Build leadership**—Support the development of leader knowledge, skills, and competencies, and the organization’s capacity for embedding sustainability into the triple bottom line.
3. **Build partnership**—Actively contribute to policy and stakeholder development and practice in sustainable development at the industry, national and global levels.

V. SPIRITUAL LEADERSHIP AND LEADERSHIP EFFECTIVENESS

More research is needed on the incorporation of spiritual leadership into the workplace as well as how to become a spiritual leader. It’s a well-known fact that leader of any organisation plays a
critical role in the success or failure of the system. Spiritual leader helps to create a culture which ensures that spiritual well-being is adopted completely by its followers. These values promote leadership effectiveness and deal with employee motivation, developing a positive climate, development of trust amongst employees and enhancing positive relations between employees at all levels ensuring goal achievement of the system. Likewise, Spiritual Leaders create motivated workers by making spiritual knowledge as a part of their daily culture. It was noted that employees, under a leader who demonstrates spiritual leadership become happier, are more committed to work, and develop a stronger sense of calling. Research demonstrates that workers turn out to be more productive inside the association when Spiritual Leaders support duty and ensure coordinated effort. Considering this, spiritual leaders have an extremely positive impact on its employees and ensure that the positivity of spiritualism stays with the organisation. However, research indicates that when organizations are able to implement spiritual leadership in the workplace and choose a leader who is deeply committed to the concept, positive outcomes are accomplished.

A. Guidelines for Incorporating Spiritual Leadership into Educational Institute

Despite the fact that Spiritual Leadership is still emerging, there is little uncertainty that this type of Leadership contains attractive characteristics in which many institutes should seriously think about. For those educational institutes with an enthusiasm for Spiritual Leadership, there are a couple of rules that must be considered while deciding how to consolidate this style of administration into the organisation in general. To start with, institutes must have an "clear and convincing vision of where they need to be in the near future". This vision ought to depict a voyage that will give employees a sense of calling, of one's life having importance, and having any kind of effect. I should be able to excite the employees for coming to work and arouse a feeling of dedication in them towards the organisation. This vision ought to reflect high beliefs that empower both confidence and expectation in employees. Second, educational institutes must have a culture that is lined up with that of a Spiritual Leadership structure. [37,38]

This culture must epitomize the possibility of altruistic love that gives both extreme rewards. The way of life of Spiritual Leadership is one in which leaders and followers share duty and ends up where power is assigned to this group in which employees see how their jobs are applicable to the institutes vision/mission. Colleagues in this sort of culture are analysed to continue and do what it takes to achieve the objectives through expectation and confidence in the vision of the association, their pioneers, and themselves. Ultimately, institutions must pick a leader who is in the forefront of the followers, and behind one when somebody needs consolation, and besides one when somebody needs a companion. [39]

Since this leader is at the core of the vision and culture of the educational institute, maybe this is the most fundamental advance. Profound LEADERS are individuals who are regularly thought to be moving, visionary, and can move past boundaries and restrictions. These pioneers focus on higher-order needs and attempt to build motivational backup of supporters into the institute. "Spiritual Leaders are proactive pioneers who can change the way that others see and act". This implies Spiritual leaders can assemble trust and sympathy in the association. Spiritual Leader are people with the ability to take a backseat to being in charge and build teams of people who collectively share leadership responsibilities. At last, Spiritual Leaders are more inspired by the need to have any kind of effect rather than just making a living. [40,41]

B. Spiritual Leadership Case – Kasturbatai Convent High School, Butibori, Nagpur

Kasturbatai Convent is a higher secondary school situated at Butibori in Nagpur City. It has been fighting for effective administration systems since inception which has led to reduced admissions, absence of working systems, sense of job insecurity amongst teachers, low morale of teachers, reluctance towards adopting changes as well as negligence towards effective teaching in classrooms. This also led to decline in the academic results of the campus and increase in applications for transfer certificates of the students. After the retirement of the former principal, Mr. Suresh Mehadia joined the school as the Principal and is a strict follower of spiritual leadership. He is a spiritual and transformational leader have taken on new exciting roles as he continues to deal with the ever-changing face of education.

A study was conducted on this style of leadership and data was collected through interview and observation sessions at the school. The researcher interviewed around 229 teachers, Principal and Supervisor of the school and following outcomes of impact of Spiritual Leadership were found out. This report will focus on impact of Spiritual Leadership on educational institutions with reference to various traits demonstrated by a Spiritual Leader. It majorly tries to analyze:

1) The important traits and values that today's principals must possess in order to lead spiritually,
2) Principals as agents of change,
3) Principals as managers, and
4) Their responsibility of ensuring inclusive education for a diverse school community.

Traits and Values:

The Principal of Kasturbatai Convent possesses both technical and symbolic traits comprising of logical thinking and being passionate like an art lover. Being a good planner, resource-allocator, coordinator, supervisor, disseminator, jurist, gatekeeper, and analyst are some of the various technical roles adopted by Mr. Mehadia. The principal is expected to enact various representative roles like being an anthropological detective, actor, visionary, historian symbol, poet and most importantly a great leader. He acts as a facilitator for internal leadership effective business communication within the system and school management, and ensures assessment of the efficacy and progress of school-based responsibility. The values that Mr. Mehadia...
follows include openness to participation as it encourages the faculty and students to actively contribute towards any discussion/decision affecting them. He values openness to diversity in perception, which ensures a deeper sense of understanding of principles required for a good academic and organizational effectiveness. The third value is openness to conflict where he tries to resolve conflicts to create better solutions for complex issues. The next value he has is openness to reflection where he tries to reflect on his own and others’ thinking; thus ensuring better managerial decisions. Lastly, the principal of Kasturbai Convent has demonstrated openness to mistakes and he acknowledges his mistakes openly in front of others and learns from them. Principals must be clever and innovative in their endeavors to achieve and react to changes. To be pioneers of progress, principals must inculcate themselves in genuine circumstances of change and start to make their own particular hypotheses of progress always testing them against new circumstances and against grounded records of others’ expectations.

As Agents of Change:
It’s a good thing to understand and accept that change often encounters resistance; be it from teachers, students or parents. The major setback for the school staff and students was to accept a Principal who was completely different from the former head in terms of his behavior and administrative traits. Principal Sir took it as a challenge by making it easy for staff, students and parents to talk about their apprehensions with an open mind and heart. Mehadia sir always listens to them, and picks up on cues to design new ways of thinking and managing the school. This produces also helps to produce actions and reactions to situations of change. As we stepped in the 21st century, schools especially in Nagpur have realized a great deal of transition; as we change from the denominational to an integrated school system. The Principal of Kasturbai Convent is front and center in this transition. The principal knows that both uniqueness and association must go hand in hand to make sure that the process of reforming the structure, timing and culture of the school. Principal Sir understands that dissimilarity, variety and disagreement are unavoidable and they create a hitch in learning, and creating a new, unique school culture. Thus, he shares his right of creating this change with the faculty, parents and students of the school. The best part in this whole episode was that the principal ensures effective communication of goals, and decision-making thus creating a school vision and supporting his staff.

The schools of Nagpur have created ‘Nagpur School Councils’ to catalyze the relationship and realignment between the stakeholders of all the schools of the city. The Principal Sir has steeped in the leadership role in the formation of this community. This committee mobilizes all the required forces and resources for academic and social development of the skills of parents, teachers, students and principals of various schools. The principal, as an agent of change, made his expertise accessible by fostering, developing and supporting the council. He prepared himself for embracing resistance, shared ownership of change, developing positive relationships with school councils and navigates the complex two-way relationship between the school and the state.

C. Principals as Managers:
Traditionally, management and leadership which lead to organizational decision making is generally assumed to be principal-centered activity. However, at Kasturbai Convent, the principal has tried to reorganize himself and the faculty of the school to involve in participative decision making and thus prepare for tomorrow’s managerial functions. Hence the responsibility that was dominantly taken care of by the Principal is now spread out amongst the group in a site-based management system. Faculty members and Principal meets every weekend to discuss about the educational policy and agenda for the school, plan events and activities, discuss loopholes in the process, decide future plans for the school etc. The principal and the teachers vote for each decision and each vote carries equal weight, hence the principal can be outvoted at any instance. This type of Participative Leadership has bought in a new understanding of and appreciation for the principal’s role in the successful operation of the school. Still, the main and usual tasks of the Me. Mehadia remain same but since now he focuses more on building the consensus by assisting staff members in providing accountability and encouraging staff development and experimentation.

By sharing his decisive capacity, one may feel that the principal is losing his authority; but Mehadia sir says that “My sphere of communication is huge and strong as well thus ensuring that the influence of the decision increases. Earlier when I used to take a decision, only I alone used to try and implement it, but now hen the group makes the decision the group effectively works on it.

D. Principals Providing Inclusive Education:
The educational institutions have faced a lot of changes in this turmoil of development in the past two decades, specifically schools and their systems. With the increase in the number of schools in the city as well as the implication of Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan and Right to Education (RTE), schools have realized a major difference is the cultural diversity today. The student population in most of Nagpur’s schools is comprised of students from all strata of the society including BPL (below Poverty Line) plus from Vidarbha region as well. The main role of the principal sir is to maintain the cultural and financial diversity as well as honor it in both the content and conduct of their schooling. The Principal Sir organizes regular Parent Teacher Meetings, Class Family retreats, and other get together to establishing a meaningful relationship with diverse members of the school community. Thus he maintains his relations with this diverse group out of his office plus makes himself more accessible and a priority to talk with people giving out a very positive message.

Mehadia sir has put up welcoming signs throughout the school in major languages spoken in this region and conducts prayers for all religions in the campus. He sends out ‘Communique’ which is the quarterly newsletter to all the
parents and has regular meetings with members of the school community. Other useful strategies involve getting out in the community and attending meetings of community organizations. Listening is another major area where the principal has focuses much in the past few years. Earlier the principal never used to listen to the parents or teachers and used to make judgmental decisions based on his observation and bias only. Mr. Mehadia made an effort to really listen to people making them realize that they've been heard, and thus encourage their participation in greater numbers than ever. The Principal provides translational services in school get together and meetings making it interactive by allowing parents and stakeholders to ask questions, and avoiding interrupting those who are speaking.

Moreover, in the exertion of setting up and keeping up great relations with school stakeholders, it is critical to find out about the variety amongst these stakeholders. For this, Mr. Mehadia takes regular rounds in the school premise by just strolling around the school and by welcoming parents and other stakeholders shares their views of the school by filling up his questionnaire. He visits each classroom as well as urges the faculty to visit every other faculty’s classes and take appropriate feedback towards the betterment of the organization. It is very important to get everybody including students engaged with deciding school objectives and dreams at the beginning of the year, he says. Another critical part of the connection amongst Principal and school groups is by holding meetings, occasional get together, newsletters, newspapers and school handbooks. Workshops and Faculty Development Programs has helped in including staff cooperation and gives the educators a chance to develop themselves thus creating a sense of positive obligation towards the school. The Principal additionally holds his own workshop and share his knowledge and learning from his previously attended workshop with the teachers, thus making them aware of the developments taking place. He also finds funding for the staff for attending workshops making it a lucrative learning process. Writing private notes of appreciation for special efforts has been quite effective. He elevates the teachers and himself to higher levels of morality and motivation.

VI. CONCLUSION:

Spiritual Intelligence is the most important trait of a Spiritual leader and Spiritual Leaders are much better prepared to take on any challenges and are more likely to see the results of their efforts quicker. Spiritual Leadership has portrayed itself as a developing leadership style and many educational institutes are occupying this type of leadership as it ensures a great boost in productivity of the employees, employee satisfaction, their commitment towards work as well as financial stability of the organisation. Earlier, the idea of Spirituality in leadership was misunderstood for being religiously biased but emerging research indicates that a leadership style which focuses on the spiritual well-being of both followers and leaders leads to positive outcomes for both if called Spiritual Leadership. Organizations that choose to use this form of leadership must transform the vision and culture of their work as well as choose an appropriate leader. More research is needed on the constructs of Spiritual Leadership as emerging trends indicate.
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